
Model Architecture  

Figure 2. First, we push the a batch of canonical faces from a video through a deep neural network called ResNet 
(the ResNet network is pretrained on an image recognition task). ResNet provides us a rich feature structure that 
we use as inputs via an Embedding into a Transformer network with Multi-head attention mechanism to finally 
classify the batch of the frames from a given video as fake or real. The transformer part of the model is trained on 
our data, and we compare the performance of this architecture with a standard 3D-Convolution Neural Network 
Architecture often employed to analyze sequences of frames, for example, in medical image processing.
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DIGITAL IMAGE SPECKLE CORRELATION
▪ We employ Digital Image Speckle Correlation (DISC), 

which was originally intended for stress analysis of 
various solid engineering materials.[1] 

▪ By tracking geometric features of a specimen surface 
before and after deformation, DISC derives the 
corresponding displacements of the points on the 
surface.

OPTICAL FLOW
▪ The computations for the DISC are done using optical 

flow method, which captures the pattern of apparent 
motion of image objects between two consecutive 
frames caused by the movement of object or camera. 

▪ It is a 2D vector field where each vector is a 
displacement vector showing the movement of points 
from first frame to second. 

▪ Optical flow works on several assumptions:
○ The pixel intensities of an object do not change 

between consecutive frames.
○ Neighboring pixels have similar motion.

LUCAS-KANADE METHOD
▪ Lucas-Kanade method takes a 3x3 patch around each 

point (x,y) to build an overdetermined system of 
equations. These 9 points are assumed to have the 
same motion so we solve a system of 9 equations with 
two unknowns with approximation methods (Fig 1).

▪ In particular, the Lucas-Kanade Method is using a least 
squares approximation.

▪ The resulting vector (u,v) characterizes the most 
movement of the pixel from one frame to the next.

▪ By measuring these vectors for a large grid of points on 
the consecutive canonical face images, we can 
measure the movement of the face and capture the 
underlying muscle movement.

▪ Result of pre-training shows that ResNet + 
Transformer discriminator catches the difference 
better, but still far from being enough. 

○ Network needs more information other than image 
itself alone, like DISC vector fields

▪ Project Website http://ppolak2.ams.stonybrook.edu/
○ When accuracy improves, this site will host the 

trained model and allow other people to evaluate 
their videos.

▪ Current work is focused on DISC analysis of video 
frames and improving network architecture. By 
adding a vector field of face muscle movement onto 
the images, the deep learning models can better train 
on canonical faces with superimposed vector maps.

     Deepfakes are synthetic media in which a person’s 
appearance is altered to look like another’s. As the 
technology used to generate deepfakes improves and 
becomes more accessible, they can more easily be used 
for anonymizing journalistic sources and everyday artistic 
expression. However, the potential to spread 
misinformation and discredit others also increases. Since 
deepfakes are able to deceive the human senses by 
creating hyper-realistic manipulations, the ability to 
identify them is critical in preserving the integrity of 
digital media, and computers are uniquely able to do so. 
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Figure 1. Lucas-Kanade method matrix.

▪ We detect complex micromovements in the facial muscles by utilizing a 3D 
Convolutional Neural Network Discriminator (base model) and ResNet + 
Transformer Discriminator (proposed model).

▪ Trained on publicly available datasets (500 GB of videos).[2,3,4] 
▪ Our canonical frame size is 1000 x 1000 pixels. When extracted from the 

videos, MediaPipe FaceManifold creates 468 landmarks on each frame, and 
DISC is applied to show face muscle movements.

Model Pre-Training

Figure 5. From left to right: a photo of a person’s face (real image), the 
canonical face, and the DISC vector field.

Performance of 
3D CNN Discriminator

Performance of ResNet + 
Transformer Discriminator

▪ Pre-Trained ResNet combined with 
Transformer Discriminator trained 
on our data.

▪ Training on raw image without DISC 
vector fields for 1000 epochs: 
testing accuracy is around 0.56.

▪ Accuracy should improve when the 
analysis is repeated with 
superimposed vector fields from 
muscle movement.

▪ Used as our benchmark model used 
for comparison, and does not 
provide any accuracy improvement.

▪ Training on raw image without DISC 
vector fields for 1000 epochs: 
testing accuracy is around 0.5.

▪ Result of pre-training shows that 
this type of discriminator is unable 
to distinguish between real & fake 
video.

DISC Analysis

Figure 6. In these two photos of identical twins, both subjects were asked to 
smile. The first twin has a stronger smile with more movement in the cheeks, 
as shown in the vector field. This pattern repeated multiple times in the video.

Figure 3. A face mesh is overlaid over a team 
member’s face using MediaPipe. We construct a 
piecewise linear mapping that takes every triangle of 
the face mesh and maps it linearly to the 
corresponding triangle on the canonical face. Since the 
vertices in the canonical mesh have their unique IDs 
we can always trace them across the consecutive 
frames.

Figure 4. Two 
examples of 
deepfakes. These 
photos are frames 
from a video from the 
datasets we used to 
train our model.
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